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250,000 Subscribers
February 16, 2018 | 555 upvotes | by redpillschool

Gents, another milestone has been reached today. 250,000 subscribers.
Of course, I read about us in the news and they say we're absolutely wrong about women, so that's
probably why we're so popular.
We're a household phrase now, but it's only because our predictions are hilariously wrong.
Hell, we are the cause of villains on tv. Can't make a good story on American Horror Story without
talking about America's real horror: those basement dwellers with no grasp on the truth.
Making a movie about men? Why not piggy back on how much exposure out name gets!
Guys, we suck. This place sucks. Our success is 100% because of that. We don't understand women, we
brainwash you by holding your face in front of the computer and you cannot escape, we defenitely don't
know what women want, and we're definitely mysognists.
This is why they absolutely cannot stop talking about us. Because we have nothing valid to say.
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Comments

eccentricrealist • 137 points • 16 February, 2018 05:59 PM 

Something something Mahatma Gandhi

Seriously, though, I've been here four years and the community has grown a lot since then, and I can do nothing
but commend your efforts, along with the mods and endorsed contributors for keeping the quality of the
subreddit high.

ArnoldSwarzepussy • 19 points • 17 February, 2018 03:59 AM 

Amen, brother. Been on Reddit and here on TRP for a few years now myself and it's one of the only subs
that is the same level of quality as it was when I first found it. Great work, mods. �

moresmarterthanyou • 4 points • 17 February, 2018 05:06 AM 

absolutely - been on here for years and the dialog is usually pretty positive and supportive. It has skewn a
little "everything you do is beta" on some of the ASKTRP, but have loved all of the informative talks
about money to self to women over the past few years and all of the constructive conversations

HumanSockPuppet • 7 points • 20 February, 2018 02:56 AM 

It's the knowledge that I'm helping men reclaim their lives that keeps me coming back. I know a lot of other
ECs feel the same.

jackandjill22 • 3 points • 17 February, 2018 04:38 PM 

Great job y'all!

[deleted] • 131 points • 16 February, 2018 07:26 PM 

You are nobody til someone hates you

Luckylancer96 • 5 points • 17 February, 2018 09:51 PM 

But today, 250.000 loves you r/redpillschool (no homo)

whiteknightofhate • 1 points • 20 February, 2018 12:33 AM [recovered]

What are private subreddits being linked for? I don't understand the point.

Luckylancer96 • 1 point • 20 February, 2018 08:39 PM 

I typed r instead of u. My bad

sqerl • 57 points • 16 February, 2018 06:27 PM* 

Let's not forget the CNN video about The Red Pill. Complete with hidden identity:
We suck so bad, CNN did a video to tell everyone how suck we are. https://youtu.be/CEhW3YxwXSo

Edit: Link to article

max_peenor • 23 points • 16 February, 2018 06:31 PM 

Complete with hidden identity:
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Oh that guy. I think he's also the source of all the White House rumors.

Rian_Stone • 16 points • 16 February, 2018 07:47 PM 

Id laugh if it was captain cringeworthy

thebrandedman • 1 point • 20 February, 2018 03:20 PM 

Whatever happened to him? I don't think I've seen him in months.

Rian_Stone • 1 point • 20 February, 2018 03:22 PM 

probably joined upstreamtwitter

sadomasochrist • 8 points • 16 February, 2018 07:53 PM* 

He was an incel to rAFC type. Obviously never actually took the time to unplug. PPD is jammed with
these guys. CNN actually got the guy right, blue pill PUA.

Dustin_Bromain • 10 points • 16 February, 2018 09:13 PM 

Wow. That’s incredible.

They compared this place to Fascist Germany and a suicide cult.

How in the world did they get that so wrong?

Kingoffistycuffs • 5 points • 17 February, 2018 07:26 PM 

Projections a bitch.

AwkwardEmpath • 6 points • 16 February, 2018 08:54 PM 

What a fucking retarded video. That hidden guy sounds like a fucking tool.

[deleted] • 39 points • 16 February, 2018 06:27 PM 

This community is a gold mine in the world filled with Bs and whoever stumbles upon this subreddit is an
individual who can have all the tools necessary to get what he wants out of life. Thank you to all the contributors
that post quality posts and the mods that do the best they can.

fromthecrypt8 • 6 points • 16 February, 2018 08:12 PM 

Agreed. It’s so funny how we are viewed as BS when in fact trp makes sense all the way in every aspect. The
negative views from the outside can only strenghten the community.

[deleted] • 36 points • 16 February, 2018 06:39 PM 

I didn’t come from a dead bedroom but TRP has done a lot for my marriage. People can say what they will but
once you start practicing these preaches your life gets better and the people in your life benefit as a result.

percylynn • 2 points • 21 February, 2018 12:31 AM 

Tell us more about what specific things you practiced from here for your marriage, and in what ways it has
helped you?

[deleted] • 4 points • 22 February, 2018 02:56 AM 

In no specific order....

After my first LTR dumped me I read No More Mr. Nice Guy, The Manual (Great book that I hear
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nobody talking about), Models (some say it's purple pill, still don't know what that is [I loved the book]),
How to Win Friends and Influence People (read this 3-4 times now), The Thinking Life (Got me to be
more introspective and philosophical I think).

As a result, I no longer took shit from any woman including my wife. I would regularly ghost her if she
misbehaved and would tell her to not be rude or disrespectful. I realized early on that she was a daddy's
girl so it was difficult for her to hear a no but the more she heard it the more she wanted me. Now
because I am married it's a bit more difficult to have the my way or highway approach. I'm still a bit
50/50 on whether I would get married again. I could be naive to think my wife is a unicorn but she cooks
great homemade meals for me everyday, cleans (I do too but that's nothing new), regular sex (willing to
try new stuff and has learned a lot), does not bother me, literally spends no money (it's like unbelievable),
isn't a textaholic, doesn't have any addictions (coffee, texting, alcohol), doesn't go out with friends unless
I am there or I am studying, she works out (told her she was getting fat [she's about 105lb~ 4ft 9"]), and
pretty much does whatever I ask of her.

I started to get way more stoic. I used to be an open book so now I only speak to her about my
accomplishments. Like today for instance I gave a great speech to 50+ people at my work today so I let
her in on my victory. I am still working on not telling her my bad days but I am progressing. (Women
don't want to hear a man complain, only women can complain.)

I did levels 1-2 of dread. I haven't finished reading all the books. It's tough when you're a full time
college student and employee but I'm working on it. Working out did a lot for me. I've always had a
decent body. I am about 145lb 5ft 7" but I am solid muscle all around. I'm working on bulking up and so
far I hit the gym about 3-4 times a day and lift hard and heavy. Haven't felt this great in years.

Fortunately I am in school so levels 3-4 are really taken care of because I am gone a lot. I do have other
hobbies like professional development courses, guns, and I'm doing my best to get a service based
cleaning business started. I might game less than 5 hours a month but I'd say it's more like 3 because
gaming has just got real boring. I really prefer being active and learning or doing something that is
worthwhile (lynda courses, coursera, language learning [my wife speaks portuguese]). I got tired of
sitting on the couch and doing Netflix with her. I personally think most women have zero desire to do
shit with their lives so that's why they binge watch Netflix shit shows. I gradually noped out of that
activity with her because before marriage I NEVER owned a TV and rarely watched anything.

I am doing really well with level 5 because I wear really fashionable clothes now. I've always had style
but now my clothes are more fitted. My work is business casual so I am always in a nice pair of khaki's
or dress pants if I give presentations and button ups. I mostly wear button ups outside of work with nice
dark jeans because I conceal carry but I just got a new pocket carry so I may consider going back to tight
t-shirt's because my muscles look great now.

I never had to go above level 5 because I have been regularly having sex 3-5 times per week which is
fine by me. I've got a high testosterone but I also have a lot of obligations, goals and ambitions so I can't
afford to be in bed every day all the time just to get laid. I think there's more to being redpilled then just
getting laid. I think the true benefits are lifting, learning, and becoming introspective. Pussy slaying is
just a benefit to the muscles, brains, and mindfulness that comes with being redpilled.

I'd say I got pretty lucky (or at least for now I am) and maybe scored a unicorn. She's south american she
is unscathed from western feminized bullshit that plagues American women. She believes the man should
make most of the decisions and the more roles and responsibilities I take on the happier she is, the more
sex I get, and the less fighting. I ask myself if I'd enjoy being single and I don't know. I've always had a
great life single or happy because that's just my attitude. I have come to all women being the same. I have
made peace with myself that at any time I could come home from class early to find my wife cheating on
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me because of hypergamy. Because I've made peace with that I have picked up my gaming books again,
my confidence is great, my speaking skills are on part, and my body is in shape. I've made back up plans
just in case. Both parents would willingly take me in until I could get a new place if need be. I am really
just at the point where I am accepting of the redpill way, how it's working for my marriage, and that if we
don't work out everything is going to be OK because I've built a solid frame around no matter what
happens I'll suck it up and power on through like a champ.

If someone were to come to me and ask me if they should get married I'd say follow your heart. Sike.
Nah, I don't know what I'd say really. You're sitting at a table playing Russian roulette with a loaded
pistol. There's no lying to myself about that when marriages have a 50% success rate. If you can't handle
having an unconventional family i.e. adopting a child or getting a surrogate I'd say don't marry. If you
don't ever want children I'd say never marry either because no shit that's dumb.

percylynn • 1 point • 27 February, 2018 09:36 AM 

Thank you very much, mate. This helps a lot for someone considering marriage.

[deleted] • 39 points • 16 February, 2018 08:33 PM 

ROFL

Maybe this sub doesn't have everything figured out, but we sure as fuck have more figured out than the blue
pillers.

Blue Pillers: Be a nice guy, build a good career, and maybe you have a shot with an ex-sorority sister with no
actual career.

0xdada • 26 points • 17 February, 2018 01:48 PM 

Well done.

"250,000"

Lift, approach, fail. Improve. Fail. Succeed, fail. Win, fail. Triumph, fail. Redeem, fail. Teach, fail. Rebuild, fail.
Read. Fail, determine, fail, accept, fail. Raise, fail. Challenge, fail, fight. Fail, forgive, fail. Survive, fail, love,
fail, live, fail, breathe, fail. Learn, fail. Lift, approach, improve.

sadomasochrist • 22 points • 16 February, 2018 06:52 PM 

Any time you're in another sub and a related concept comes up, mention how it sounds like something that
would be mentioned here and this place is horrible since the men here only care about ways to exploit women
and have sex with them.

FocusOnYourGoals • 1 points • 16 February, 2018 06:12 PM [recovered]

We're increasingly shaping the culture toward more of our own values. This will increasingly leave a lot of the
CC-riding-sluts and basement dweller beta cucks angry once they realize a growing number of men see them as
having no value.

The future is bright.

FirstNamesMusic • 13 points • 16 February, 2018 06:46 PM 

This gives me hope. Maybe one day our culture will return to that.

CHAD_J_THUNDERCOCK • 1 point • 21 February, 2018 03:38 PM 

The Misandry Bubble post (sidebar) was truly prophetic. It predicted the entire pendulum swinging and
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the 10 year time period. It was written back when you would get universally mocked for believing that
alpha/beta behaviours were real. But now everyone believes those terms have truth to them. Online
dating has helped by quantifying everything.

Whisper • 2 points • 17 February, 2018 12:22 AM 

No.

Forward to something else of our own choosing.

MrDiece • 12 points • 16 February, 2018 07:32 PM 

The thing is though....

Girls were sluts back then too..

I don't think theres anything we can do to stop girls being sluts..

But what we can do is stop men from falling for these girls and rightly realize their place in society.

FocusOnYourGoals • 1 points • 16 February, 2018 07:42 PM [recovered]

Difference being that it wasn't socially accepted, much less reinforced as it is today. Girls today are way
more sluttier than before. Just the other day I watched a video on youtube of two teenage girls, couldn't
be more than 14yo, twerking to a brazilian funk song. You can't tell me that shit was happening back in
the day.

A bar slut is more slutty than a virgin raised right by a cohesive family. AWALT doesn't mean there
aren't different levels of quality of women. It simply means they all have the potential to act a certain
way given the right conditions.

Saberinbed • 11 points • 16 February, 2018 10:36 PM 

I don’t like to use the term slut anymore when describing girls. That’s just something high school kid
use to describe girls who dont put out for them to make them feel better.

Girls are just girls. They love sex, and so do we men. That’s it. They are born to be horn dogs that
crave dick. We are born to be horn dogs that crave pussy.

ozaku7 • 7 points • 17 February, 2018 04:00 PM 

Why do you think that it's mostly the unattractive women becoming feminists and hating men?
Because men don't want to put a dick inside them.

Saberinbed • 6 points • 17 February, 2018 05:07 PM 

Same reason we have incels. They start hating women and call any one of them sluts who put
out for anyone but them.

I remember when i started banging a lot of girls, i would brag about it and show them to my
friends. Now my group of friends were all mostly virgin gamers, and never really took their
time to approach women. Guess what they said? “Oh dude you try too hard. Omg they are all
sluts. You go for sluts bro lmfao thats why you get laid. Dude she wasnt even that hot, pretty
ugly. I dont get laid because i dont even try bro”

Just jealous hating people

[deleted] • 2 points • 19 February, 2018 02:44 AM 

Slut is a useful pejorative used by members of society to signal to others that a particular woman
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is not a good candidate for long term commitment, based on her past actions.

Saberinbed • 2 points • 19 February, 2018 03:05 AM 

I get that. People just use the term slut mainly for girls who fuck guys, but just not them.
Someone who cheats on their boyfriend would definitely be labeled a slut, but a girl who
simply loves getting fucked isn’t, which was my initial point.

[deleted] • 0 points • 17 February, 2018 07:10 AM 

God damn right.

And I want to slap these kids that slut shame, cause they're going to make it like the fucking
1800s, where you have to play even more fucking games to get in a hot girl's pants. You just have
to pass easy shit tests now, no requirements for marriage, dowries, or property. I'll take fifty shit
tests over any one of those three.

I thank goodness the game has gotten more transparent, and easier.

Some countries still have the messed up game, where you unveil your parent-selected wife, she's
all burqa'd up, and she's fucking hideous. Those aren't good times.

[deleted] • 1 point • 19 February, 2018 02:43 AM 

AWALT doesn't mean there aren't different levels of quality of women. It simply means they all
have the potential to act a certain way given the right conditions and that there are no unicorns.

Thank you. This has always been one of my pet peeves of TRP. It is not preordained that a woman
will act a certain way.

ozaku7 • -1 points • 17 February, 2018 03:59 PM 

Same goes with men. Asking any men, given the opportunity, to fuck any woman in the world, not a
single man would say no. If one would, that filters itself out of society and the new generation will
only say yes.

PS2Errol • 3 points • 18 February, 2018 11:15 AM 

Any woman? I presume you are excluding the obese, pig ugly or 40+ ones?

ozaku7 • 1 point • 19 February, 2018 09:04 PM 

No, exclusively those pigs. Why would you fuck a beautiful early twenties hot model?

whiteknightofhate • 1 points • 20 February, 2018 12:50 AM [recovered]

Don't most men have a low bar of what they would require before they go out and fuck
girls? I mean...I do. Am I doing this wrong? lol

ozaku7 • 1 point • 24 February, 2018 01:17 AM 

If I want an LTR the list is much more serious than the checkbox whether she is fit,
doesn't smell and has a hole.

PreOrgasmGroanLness • -5 points • 17 February, 2018 11:17 AM 

Dunno about you, but I'd rather have all women be sluts and completely forget sex as weapon approach.
Let everyone fuck whoever she/he wants. We have condoms, we have dad tests, what else do you need
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for a promiscous society?

Slut shamers, you included, are responsible for every single woman that holds off sex from you until 3rd
date despite them actually wanting it. You create your own problems. Except that, oh, I have to suffer
and work through those problems because of slut shamers.

ozaku7 • -2 points • 17 February, 2018 03:58 PM 

The TRP definition of sluts: Women being sexually active with the top 20% of the males within their
society. Not called sluts by those top 20%, only those 80% that are incels.

[deleted] • 2 points • 19 February, 2018 02:57 AM 

No, that is completely incorrect. High status guys call girls sluts and look down on them just as much
as low status guys, probably even more. Have you ever been on a sports team or in a fraternity and
listened to how the guys talk? We are all inclined to look down on sluts, and that is perfectly normal
and driven by our biology.

Men are naturally repulsed by sluts (or more accurately, repulsed by the idea of committing to a slut)
just like we are naturally repulsed by maggots or feces, because at some point in our history this
disgust mechanism became evolutionarily advantageous. I would guess that the male disgust response
to sluts evolved around the same time that human babies started requiring two parents to care for
them.

I will grant you that low status men can exhibit this reaction more strongly. I think what is really
going on is that when a high status or red pilled man decides that a woman is a slut, he immediately
moves her into the slut compartment in his brain. He is now only thinking about her in terms of
banging, not a relationship, and so he has no disgust response. To the low status or blue pilled man
though, he may be unable to disentangle the two, or even if he can, he knows he has no shot to bang
her, so all he has left is to think of her slutting it up while she is in a relationship, and he of course
finds this disgusting.

ozaku7 • 2 points • 19 February, 2018 09:02 PM 

That's only because sluts that sleep with anyone are an easy score and therefore no achievement
for a gender that is achievement driven.

I'm not here to defend sluts and say everyone should consider to be in a relationship with her, but
on the other hand, most don't want kids, so why bother with an LTR anyway? Bang sluts, they
come and go. The only time where you want to have a stable LTR is when you want to have
children.

The beta male thinks that the female is the victim of many bad men, but doesn't recognize that she
either failed to recognize that she is incapable of judging men and picking the one she wanted all
along, or the fact that she rode the CC until she started to detoriated and is trying to salvage of
what is left, and goes for the beta because beta babies are still better than no babies.

Pie_021 • 2 points • 17 February, 2018 06:37 AM 

Deviating from the traditional ways is what fucked us. All these morons talking about "It's 2017!" or call
themselves modern and progressive need a swift punch in the face. It's amazing how this feminist agenda
spread like wildfire.

Captain_Save_A_Hoe_ • 2 points • 17 February, 2018 11:30 AM* 
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The madman. - Haven't you heard of that madman who in the bright morning lit a lantern and ran around
the marketplace crying incessantly, 'I'm looking for God! I'm looking for God!' Since many of those who
did not believe in God were standing around together just then, he caused great laughter. Has he been
lost, then? asked one. Did he lose his way like a child? asked another. Or is he hiding? Is he afraid of us?
Has he gone to sea? Emigrated? - Thus they shouted and laughed, one interrupting the other. The
madman jumped into their midst and pierced them with his eyes. 'Where is God?' he cried; 'I'll tell you!
We have killed him - you and I! We are all his murderers. But how did we do this?

-Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science, 125.

Cos_7_ate_9 • 2 points • 17 February, 2018 11:48 AM 

*125

420KUSHBUSH • 9 points • 16 February, 2018 07:06 PM 

Dang I remember when this sub was at 100k and that wasn't even that long ago. My my

riot2100 • 10 points • 17 February, 2018 01:08 AM 

Callum*, a 29-year-old from Western Pennsylvania, has a mild case of Asperger’s syndrome and speculates
that “a great many” people on the Red Pill are likely on the spectrum.

The author of that article obviously didn't even visit the subreddit. Some of the most informative information I've
ever found was from here. TRP helped me change by views, sparked my persistence to lose weight, to change
my life for the better. The posts here psychoanalyze human behavior regarding our natural instinct and how BP
society is repressing it. I'm so glad to have found this place, and the people against it are choosing to ostracize
themselves. The reason why I believe what's said here is because it's entirely true. Time and time again, I've seen
firsthand that TRP isn't a lie. I've experienced the BP myth, and the truth that AWALT. If TRP was a 'cult' or a
just a bunch of bullshit, then there wouldn't be 250,000 people here. I wouldn't be here either. Even if you'd try
to explain it to these idiots, they'd still view us as misogynistic satanists. But that's not surprising at all, they'll
never change as long as they can get what they want.

PreOrgasmGroanLness • 2 points • 17 February, 2018 11:37 AM 

If TRP was a 'cult' or a just a bunch of bullshit, then there wouldn't be 250,000 people here.

That isn't a good reasoning. Many big religions are cults. And many people here indeed behave cult-like.
You can't avoid that in the context we're all in

yomo86[�] • 0 points • 17 February, 2018 04:43 PM 

A cult is defined by an unquestionable leader and by some unattainable goal most religions are so lazy
they just call it enlightening or heaven. Both are not present at TRP. The picture of guys comparing notes
and calling each other out is more fitting.

PreOrgasmGroanLness • 1 point • 18 February, 2018 02:20 PM 

Well religion then. Look at how people are repeating some of the "truths" found here, no matter
whether they apply to the particular case or not. It often looks like subreddit simulator really. If you
don't see it on asktrp then I don't know what to say.

strikethrough123 • 7 points • 17 February, 2018 08:17 PM 

It's hilarious. I've yet to see an article that refutes the premisees of TRP. All the articles that attempt to criticize
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TRP begin by establishing TRP as something that it isn't. It's one giant straw man. What they don't realize, is that
all this "criticism" just ticks off a box in a logical mind that goes "huh? No way this thing exists, let me dig
deeper" and BOOM, we got ourselves another subscriber.

This sub has done for me more than any bullshit advice spewed off by anyone or anything I've encountered. I've
become a better man because of this place. About a year ago I wouldn't even consider myself a man. I've
radically changed my life from the point that I first starting reading here until now.

Let the haters hate.

ozaku7 • 6 points • 17 February, 2018 03:51 PM 

I think it's not so much what is written here, but HOW it is written here and by whom. Most posts come from
users in the anger phase that have women for their nature, while it's their own fault for being delusional and don't
accept reality.

The entire point is that even though we are talking about women, everything can be explained logically. So the
people who are truly redpill are fine with the world and women as they are, much like scientists accept reality,
but realize that they might be wrong and wont make a fuss about it. Then we have the flat-earth believers who
construct an entire theory about how the earth is flat and become angered and hate everyone who tries to
disprove their theory.

So the mediahate doesn't come from TRP principles and theories, but it comes from its cancerous userbase
which you fail to moderate.

mental_models • 1 point • 17 February, 2018 05:17 PM 

Growing a site like this in scale, while maintaining quality is an unenviable task.

This is an esoteric ideology.

If only people who actually swallowed the pill were allowed to participate, and only speak authoritatively in
respect to their actual red pilled wisdom, -we'd have like 50 active members, and occasionally some of the
most well liked members would need to be censored.

So instead, anyone to whom the red pill appeals to can spout their opinions (often as facts), with a voting
system that acts as a form of social-proof, where bloopers upvote bloopers en masse... These bloopers are
often still angry at the blue pill values (they haven't rejected the blue pill - they were rejected by the blue
pill). These are often the posters whom I believe you may be referring to.

This appeal to scale creates a marketplace where the majority of posts are then written with that blooper
audience in mind as the target audience; current events, top 5 lists, FR/soft-literotica, weekly updates where
everybody mentions their masturbation habits, and many more...

TRP is growing in power and influence, and this is wonderful for those with an interest in the business, and
for those content providers in the manosphere. It's also wonderful for small-scale cult leaders and those who
want to be a part of a more 'extreme' group on the local scale, while maintaining membership with TRP.

ozaku7 • 1 point • 17 February, 2018 11:00 PM 

If only people who actually swallowed the pill were allowed to participate, and only speak
authoritatively in respect to their actual red pilled wisdom, -we'd have like 50 active members, and
occasionally some of the most well liked members would need to be censored.

Says enough about the quality of this sub.

CutLiver • 5 points • 17 February, 2018 01:09 AM 
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It's hilarious how people in the media talk shit about an ideology that basically focuses on having a purpose and
pursuing it, getting in good shape, and having an amazing time in bed.

donedreadpirate • 6 points • 17 February, 2018 11:16 AM 

Changed my life. Shit is real.

2dogsandpizza • 5 points • 16 February, 2018 11:03 PM 

Following this sub has been one of the best things I’ve ever done. Thanks for all the contributions. Here’s to the
future.

[deleted] • 3 points • 19 February, 2018 03:08 AM 

The truth is that the majority of people who come here have already figured this shit out on their own. I was
blue-pilled out the ass until I was 20. Got dumped by gf that I loved. I treated her right and she was not more
attractive than me. I was totally blindsided.

After that I decided that I basically just didn't give a fuck. I just did not care. And I became way more successful.
Even better, I actually became nicer to women because their irrationalities no longer pissed me off and I no
longer tried to argue with them or tell them when they were doing something wrong.

By the time I found TRP I basically already agreed with everything that I saw. I'd guess that there are way more
lurkers than subscribers also. Probably close to a million total that regularly read it.

cupshadow • 3 points • 19 February, 2018 07:34 PM* 

I don't know if the authors of these articles doesn't understand or are ill intended, but could easily bet on the
latter. They bash TRP, but what else do they have to offer? It makes my blood boil. Because after years failing
without guidance and being close to killing myself, this is a light of hope. Before that, everybody else was
expecting me to "just get it".

jontrp • 4 points • 17 February, 2018 09:01 AM 

A quarter of a million male supremacist, bitter misogynistic, fat neck bearded losers.

Here’s to the next 250k, forza TRP ✊�✊�✊�.

yomo86[�] • 2 points • 17 February, 2018 04:34 PM 

OPs description is correct. We suck. That's why 250.000 people basically read through walls of text, with no
pictures in it, only to be told you suck get to the gym and get your life straight followed by an misogynistic
study-based explanation on why women want the hot dude who is already drowning in pussy.

PhaedrusHunt • 2 points • 17 February, 2018 07:20 PM 

I just did the math. Approximately 150 million men in the US. 250k is 0.16%. And this is including men outside
of the US in the 250k.

Don't need to worry about too many people becoming red pilled or the country suddenly swarming with alpha
competitors.

Some guys I see here seem to worry about that.

[deleted] • 2 points • 16 February, 2018 10:46 PM 

It's almost like what is said here works... no that can't be right.
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VoidInvincible • 1 point • 17 February, 2018 01:12 AM 

I really want to know whose brilliant idea is was to have The Red Pill shown on American Horror Story.

redmanhuxley • 1 point • 17 February, 2018 05:51 AM 

Hopefully they never understand. I quite like being a pariah.

M23W0OH7FV2t • 1 point • 17 February, 2018 10:34 AM 

Congrats all! Now, how many are unique here?

GreenPiller • 1 point • 17 February, 2018 08:05 PM 

I expect to see more "anger phase" posts

Suqat • 1 point • 19 February, 2018 12:50 AM 

I found this sub after losing the gf I thought I loved. Pretty common break phase story, so I will spare the details.
Nevertheless, everything made sense after I read TRM series. I can't honestly believe that I was so misled about
women, and life in general. Hurts to think about it honestly, that girl was a great person.

In a way, however, I am almost happy. Had I never felt the pain, I would have never known. I am a really fuking
handsome dude, tall, muscular, and a good face on top it all. I can become a god on earth, just by knowing what
I know, with the potential and drive I have.

BiggieTheDoc • 1 point • 19 February, 2018 05:47 AM 

Fuck with this rate we might have some actual competition

areq13 • 1 point • 19 February, 2018 10:32 PM 

Social proof!

11-Eleven-11 • 1 point • 20 February, 2018 12:19 AM 

The core of TRP is workout, dont let people step on you, go after what you want. Hard to disagree with that.

FinancierGuru • 1 point • 20 February, 2018 07:46 AM 

The Red Pill Movie: Associate producer Mike Cernovich wasn't it ?

AlexDr0ps • 1 point • 20 February, 2018 04:49 PM 

If I started applying what I learned here and none of it worked, I would have left. But it did. I'm in the best shape
of my life, I can hold a conversation like I couldn't before, I have had steady sex for almost a year, and now I've
settled down with a girl who has traditional values. Lions don't lose sleep over the opinions of sheep

EtMementoMori • 1 point • 21 February, 2018 04:43 PM 

Congratulations, and thank you all for your hardworks.
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